




CLEMENT - QUALITY FOR GENERATIONS

TURNKEY SOLUTIONS
Clement Systems offers you complete turnkey 

solutions from design through to manufacture 

and construction. Further services: concept and 

feasibility studies, marina design, marina 

construction and construction management, 

maintenance after installation and start-up. 

Apart from marina projects, our range of services 

also include the planning and construction of 

S

and loadbearing capacity checks are carried out 

in house by our expert engineers. Profit from our 

knowhow as well with unstable substrate, 

greater water depths and major weather 

assaults. Patented solution for large floating 

foundations and other floating structures made 

Our calculations conform with floating landing 

stages standard, EN 14504, the directive on the 

design of water sports facilities on inland 

waterways and international standards. Projects 

may be certified by international classification 

societies (e.g. DNV GL)

A special design allows us to guarantee high ice 

protection for both static and dynamic frost 

pressure for our floating concrete structures.

CLEMENT SYSTEMS WORLDWIDE
Our products are used all across Germany. 

Whether in Schleswig-Holstein, at Chiemsee, in 

the Ruhr or Lusatia. And it is the same around the 

world, as for example in Brazil, India, the UAE, 

Oman, Bahrain, Italy and many other countries.

Their longevity and durability make our floating 

structures suitable for use in both acidic 

(pH - less than 2.5) and salty waters, as well as 

those with high ice loads.

MANUFACTURE
Clement Systems offers you in-house manufac-

ture through to the installation of complete 

installations in the handling of water-

endangered substances.

Due to their special concrete technology, our 

floating concrete facilities are also ideally suited 

for the use of very aggressive water, high water 

over 4%.

CUSTOMER CONFIDENCE
The realised projects and references of the last 

few years speak in our favour. Our goal in the 

projects entrusted to us is to combine function, 

sustainability and aesthetics at the cutting edge 

of technology.

CLEMENT SYSTEMS
Profit from our many years of experience and

successful implementation of your wishes and 

visions with Clement Systems. The rule is: your 

individual ideas are our yardstick. The aim of our 

work is to find a personal, efficient and creatively 

sophisticated planning solution and to 

implement it through its manufacture and 

construction.



Pearl of Qatar Marinas 
Qatar (top)

Emirates Palace Marina, 
Abu Dhabi (left)

Amwaj Marina,
Bahrain (right)

With Clement Systems, we offer you the design and construction of turnkey marinas as a complete solution. 

Our floating structures are customized designed and constructed. 

Fitting your harbours with high-performance reinforced concrete pontoon systems and reinforced glass / 

carbon fibre and the appropriate marina equipment such as life-saving appliances, power columns, 

wastewater pump systems, bilge water abstraction systems, filling stations, fire-extinguishing equipment, 

mooring bollards etc. As requested or required specifically for the object in question, special fenders of high 

quality and functionality, adapted to Clement Systems, are offered.

Marinas 

Turnkey marinas



Life on water becomes reality
Where use determines the value, the highest 

specifications on material, quality and safety 

need to be met.

We offer the floating base plate for or with 

superstructures. The floating building is suppor-

ted as on land by rigid foundation beams.  A 

special tying-down anchoring system makes this 

realisable with all water depths.

We help with approval planning, navigation and 

police law licensing and waterway permits for 

the floating structure and deliver a detailed 

design prepared at our company and testable 

structural analyses of our products.

Our products are offered in different lengths and 

widths and are intercombinable. Integrated 

ducting allows the fitting of supply and disposal 

systems for wastewater and drinking water 

facilities as well as lighting and electric power 

systems in all weather conditions.

Through an intelligent distribution of the high 

weight, we guarantee high floating stability not 

just for the floating landing stages and marinas, 

but also for multi-storey floating buildings.

No hollow bodies, thus unsinkable when confor-

ming to prescribed load (is very high). For this 

reason the houses are very insurance friendly – 

low insurance fees.

The floating buildings have a very calm position 

because of their low centre of gravity.

Floating „WEBER“ holiday homes - Wiek / Ruegen (top / below)

Floating Seafood Restaurant - Zingst / Darss (top)

Floating Seafood Restaurant / interior view - Zingst / Darss (top)

Floating Villa - Abu Dhabi (top )



Walking across water

Our range is completed by wide, heavy floating water crossings or bridges, thus offering our client the 

widest range of options for coming closer to a life on the water.

The heavy floating concrete foundations without hollow body achieve extremely high longevity with the 

security of unsinkability when conforming to the prescribed loads, and the greatest possible degree of 

floating stability.

Floating bridges for pedestrians

Floating watercrossing, Horticultural Exhibition Schwerin (top)

Floating watercrossing,
Schwerin

Floating Gardens,
World Garden Exhibition 
Rostock 

Floating Bridge,
Dubai



Protection for marinas

With our floating breakwaters and our special design, Clement Systems builds the protection for your 

marina, resisting the greatest strains and guaranteeing calm waters within the marina.

The breakwaters are calculated and built to conform to the requirements for a calm harbour. The wave 

height and length are the standard parameters for selecting the type of breakwater. Breakwaters can be 

built in different lengths, widths and heights. Our breakwaters can be used as traversable floating bridges.

The breakwaters are anchored according to the wave attack and ground conditions. They are combined in 

elastic form, if necessary, with a “tying-down system”. „Weight is our strength“

Floating breakwaters

Breakwater marina, 
Braunsbedra (top)

Transportation of 
breakwater pontoons (left)
,
Marina,Chiemsee / Bavaria
(right)



Aluminum - our alternative

All our structures (docks, finger piers, access gangways and bridges) are made from 6005 AT5 marine quality 

aluminium and all nuts and bolts from stainless steel.

A dock frame consists of 2 edge profiles connected to each other by crossbars and diagonals. The size of 

these components depends on the berthing and securing stresses taken into consideration. Once determi-

ned, these stresses are fed into a computer programme which calculates the required strength of the 

structures. This determines the types of edge profiles required and the number and cross-section of the 

crossbars and diagonals to be used.

Floating leisure boat marina (200 m)
Bad Bederkesa, Germany

Floating marina „Lagovida“
Grosspoesna, Germany

Floating leisure boat marina 
Jabel, Germany



From the idea to the 
turnkey product

Floating service - and fuel 
station, Duisburg (two 
pictures top)

Floating fuel station,
Duisburg (below left)

Floating fuel station,
Abu Dhabi
(below right)

The complete supply and waste disposal of 

vessels can be guaranteed with a floating filling 

station to refuel the boats with different fuels. 

Modern separation technology such as cohesion 

and grease separators guarantee the ecological 

disposal of waste and bilge water from the 

vessels.

A combination of harbour master’s office, small 

yacht and boat shop and snack bar with filling 

station also offer their services to visiting boats 

and other guests.

The floating harbour centre may also include 

sanitary facilities, including showers, washing 

machines and rental lockers for surf sports 

equipment.

Simple planning permission in connection with 

the harbour, no need of expensive land areas 

and a direct element of the marina are an ideal 

combination with differing water levels.



Floating megayacht berth
Abu Dhabi

“Weight is our strength” – quays for luxury yachts up to a length of 185 m offer a high level of safety as a 

floating quay through their great weight and special construction, even with changing water levels.

The great weight and robustness of the installations guarantees a high degree of comfort and safety with 

low maintenance costs. Their longevity and resilience make our structures suitable in both acidic and salty 

waters, as well in in those with high ice loads. 

Floating megayacht berths

Floating passenger berth,
The World, Dubai

Emirates Palace Marina
Abu Dhabi

Customized berths for
 your individual need



innovative solutions for
your individual needs

COOPERATION & MEMBERSHIPS

Special, complicated floating structures and 

platforms, which are realized, are certified by 

DNV GL.

Our company stands for highest standards in the 

complete range of planning and design services:

- we develop a pioneering and innovative idea

-  we optimize shape and function

-  we guarantee high economics

-   we have long-standing experience and compe 

tence in the implementation of complex 

design tasks and their execution 

-  DIN Standardization Committee 

   (Standards agency for ship – and sea technolo-

gy, working committee FA inland waterway 

transport, water crafts and harbor facilities)

- PIANC Germany (Permanent International   

Association of Navigation Congresses)

-  Hafentechnische Gesellschaft e.V. (HTG) 

   (i.e.  Corporation for Port Engineering, registe-

red association)

- Chamber of Engineers Mecklenburg- Vorpom-

mern

-  Association of Concrete Engineers, Germany

-  German Committee for reinforced concrete,  

registered association
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ABU DHABI

Design and build of a VIP-Marina in front 

of the Emirates Palace Hotel with facilities 

for yachting and sailing. 

The marina provides 167 berths for various 

vessel sizes, ranging from 15 m to 90 m. 

In total, 70 concrete pontoons and break-

waters, partly with integrated wooden 

decking as well as 91 concrete fingers, 

partly with “integrated pile” with a total 

surface area of more than 8,000 m² were 

installed.    

EMIRATES PALACE MARINA



THREE FISHING HARBOURS DUBAI

The pontoons and fingers of the three 

fishing harbours were manufactured in a 

size that allows the fishermen to work on 

them, for example for the repairing of nets. 

The harbours are not only used as fishery 

harbours, but also as commercial harbours 

for recreational fishermen.

Moreover a platform for on- and 

off-loading was erected, which allows the 

fishermen to comfortably on- and off-load 

their goods, as this is also passable for small 

trucks. 

The project encompasses a total area of 

approximately 185,000 m2 and is designed 

for up to 500 fishery boats.  
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MARINA HOHE DUENE WARNEMUENDE 

The marina, formerly applied as Olympic 
harbour, was constructed with about 2,200 
RM jetty by Clement Systems. 

The marina which is now being advertised 
as 5-Star marina, is a popular attraction at 
the German Baltic coast.  

- Construction / supply and installation  

 of 2,200 RM jetty with a width of 3 m

-  Installation of timber decking

-  Installation of supply and disposal  

  facilities

-  Construction of a floating research  

 station with feeding station for seals

-  Anchoring system with pile guides

-  Supply and installation of foldable  

 gangways across the driven and fixed  

 jetty construction



PEARL OF QATAR MARINAS

Design and Build of the Pearl Qatar 

Marinas with more than 1000 berths in 

total.

The marinas are designed to be a prime 

international class yachting destination in

Doha with facilities of highest standards -

Porto Arabia, Viva Bahriya and Costa Malaz

can accommodate vessels up to 60 m in 

length. They are seen as enhancing the 

ambiance of the large bays of the 

man-made island with Mediterranean 

lifestyle and specific individual themes of

the single precincts. 

Clement Systems has manufactured and 

installed 338 concrete pontoons in various 

sizes ranging from 3.0 m to 4.8 m in width 

and from 9.0 m to 25.0 m in length.

DOHA

In addition, the marinas were equipped-
with 462 concrete fingers in various sizes 
ranging from 1.05 m to 1.3 m in width and 
8.0 m to 19.2 m in length. 

All marina pontoons are restrained by 
tubular steel piles. The access to the 
marinas is realized with aluminum 
gangways fixed on concrete platforms 
respectively foundations at the quay wall. 

The vessels are moored to specially 
designed, cast mooring bollards and cleats 
or to mooring buoys comparable to 
Mediterranean mooring.



BAERWALDER SEE BOXBERG 

A floating pier with the purpose of a break-
water with a length of 335 m as well as an 
integrated platform with the dimension 30 
x 30 Meter was constructed, supplied and 
installed. In the protected inner area an 
integrated ferry berth with a length of 310 
m was erected.

On the large island the construction of a 
restaurant, souvenir sales and tourist 
information is intended.

Design, Construction, Supply and Installati-
on:
-  68 pontoons with 91 berths
-  2 platforms (30 x 30 m) casted by use  
 of individual concrete pontoons

The berths are designed and built for 
changing water levels of the Lake Baerwal-
de with a pH-value of 3 and are prepared 
for the extension of the berths.



STADTHAFEN 

As part of the structural implementation of 

water-tourist infrastructure, the city 

harbour of Senftenberg was to include in 

the concept of the Lausitzer Seenland. The 

marina was built in the south of Senften-

berg with 122 berths. 

In addition, the marina is protected with 

floating breakwater pontoons and a 

floating promenade, overbuilt with a 

double-storied bridge as a viewing 

platform. 

The pontoons are anchored on ground 

anchors and chains into non load-bearing 

soil and high water depths. The marina is 

equipped with finger piers, canoe jetty and 

electrical and water supply. The access to 

the marina and the breakwater pontoons is 

realized by gangways.

SENFTENBERG



DIVING SCHOOL GOCH 

In the center of the lake, a floating 
platform was designed to form the founda-
tion of the diving school base Sam’s Diving. 

-    production of a floating foundation
 with an overall dimension of 560 m2
 and based on an international 
 patented solution

-  the diving basin can be realised as 
 closed solution or as basin for direct
 diving to the natural seabed of the lake

-  a special damping system as anchoring
 system can be used for changing water
 levels

-     complicated structures such as ceramic
  tiles can be realised due to the rigid
  foundation  



A PLACE TO GET MARRIED  STOERMTHALER SEE

In the form of the art object “Vineta”, a 

floating foundation was emerged in the 

Störmthaler See.

The art object is situated on a reinforced 

concrete pontoon. The platform measures 

approximately 15 x 20m in size. 

The entire structure is anchored on the 

bottom of the lake by means of chains and 

a special anchoring system on the concrete 

foundations. On this platform an uninter-

rupted circular foundation with supporting 

beams and anchoring steels was erected. 

The entire mass of the floating foundation 

amounts to approximately 250 tons. The 

complete building will be anchored in the 

center of the lake with a water depth of 

more than 50 m entirely independently 

and has an overall weight of 400 t.



WATERSKIING CENTRE NORDERSTEDT 

P

A new waterskiing centre was constructed 

to increase the attractiveness of the city 

park in Norderstedt.  

A floating concrete platform anchored on 

piles with the dimensions 20.0 x 10.0 m and 

a recess  of 5.0 x 2. m has been installed. 

The floating foundation with its recess 

comprising access pontoons forms the 

starting point and the end for water skiier.



FLOATING BRIDGE DUBAI

The floating bridge in Dubai was designed, 

produced and installed with Clement 

Systems.  It consists of floating concrete 

pontoons realised by Clement‘s internatio-

nal patented solution.

The bridge has an overall length of 400 m 

with 3-lanes in both directions. The driving 

width is 3.65 m per lane and the bridge has 

an overall weight of 32,000 tons. 

On both sides walkways for pedestrians 

and cyclists were arranged. The floating 

bridge can be extended or shortened and if 

required, it can be towed easily to another 

location.The anchorage system of the 

bridge was realised by pile guides.

During the IQPC- Bridges Eurasia Congress 

2010 in Istanbul, the floating bridge was 

awarded as a special structure.



WORLD EXHIBITION SHOW ROSTOCK

P

Design, statical calculations and execution 

of three floating gardens with an overall 

surface of 4.200 m². 

The completed islands were towed from 

the 7 km away installation area to the 

exhibition area with tug assistance. 

The islands were built for a surface load up 

to 10kN/m². In the area of the structural 

elements constructed on top, additional 

installation of access ways with a live load 

of 5kN/m².



FLOATING MARINA DUISBURG

Safe and environmentally friendly 
petrol station

The high standard of the marina is additio-
nally emphasized by the floating fuel 
station. Several tanks with 5,000 l each for 
fuel and diesel are integrated in the fuel 
station pontoons comprising cohesion 

separator for bilge water and grease
separator for waste water.



FLOATING REAL ESTATE OSTSEERESORT

From the idea...

...to the turnkey project.



FLOATING REAL ESTATE OLPENITZ / GERMANY

Sunny holiday resort at the Baltic Sea.
60 floating holiday homes are being built
with CLEMENT systems.

Exclusive homes with own berths.
Real estate with entry in the land register.
Ecological house with heat recovery.

CLEMENT GERMANY has developed a
patented technical solution for the floating
structures as foundations with common
floating access and connection to the shore.
This is one basis that these floating houses
are acknowledged as real estate and there-
fore get an entry into the land register.
That, on the other hand, signifies good
financing options.

Top investment object
with attractive returns

CLEMENT is capable to get every type of
building to float: 
Architectural houses, prefabricated houses,
bars, restaurants, harbour master offices,
boat fuel stations, club houses, diving
stations...
You want to get a house floating?
You own water areas which you want to
bring to market?
Are you looking for a friendly and compe-
tent consultation?
Please do not hesitate to contact us.

Project Description



FLOOD CONTROL JETTY MUEHLBERG / ELBE

P

Flood control jetty for passenger ships in 

the river Elbe with integrated small marina 

and canoo jetty. 

The Elbe has a  tidal range of more than 

9 m.






